WOLFGANG RIEBE
Life is a magical experience, living is an exciting journey Wolfgang Riebe is the enigmatic catalyst !
22 Years experience in over 117 countries * Fluent in English, German & Afrikaans * Star of many of his own TV series

Author, TV presenter & Celebrity, business humorist, graduate, executive enter-trainer, illusionist, the
master of masters of ceremonies and adventurer, Wolfgang Riebe, has achieved his dreams by
following the simple universal laws and insights of the world. He has walked with Penguins in the
Antarctic, explored the Bermuda Triangle, sailed force 12 hurricanes in the Atlantic and survived
running aground near the North Pole.
He offers no “quick fix ra-ra sessions”. He will NOT make you stand on chairs, clap hands, dance and
sing songs. Neither is he a speaker who has the gift of the gab, read some motivational books, and now
claims to be an expert on the subject.
He does however, only speak from personal experience, sharing life and laughter from incredible
wisdom gained over 22 years traveling the globe. Every presentation is unique, spoken in humility and
conviction, with a great sense of humour, as he believes it opens the heart and the mind to better
receive the insights & practical skills he shares. Inspiring humanity is his calling.
Wolfgang Riebe is the author of the bestseller, “Discover Your Magic”, which is already in it's 3 rd print
and recently launched the full inspirational DVD version of this popular talk.
His endorsements list looks like the Who's Who of the world's top 500 blue chip companies, and he
has been the Star of 3 of his own Prime Time TV series.

DISCOVER YOUR MAGIC
An entirely entertaining, dynamic and funny Motivational Talk with practical and simple life changing
advice based on personal experience ! Heard by well over one million delegates in the last few years, it
has changed the lives of countless people and WILL change YOUR life too !
In today’s world YOU need :
*the competitive edge in your life & Business * to be aware of everything around you
*clarification on goal setting and achievements * to learn to adapt to change
* to create a positive image with your clients and those around you.
By using the word, ‘MAGICAL’ as an acronym, Wolfgang WILL teach YOU the POWER of :
Motivation : The power of logic in achieving success in YOUR family & Business life.
Awareness : Background, techniques & skills which help YOU see all opportunities around you.
Goals : Real, usable & practical life skills on how to make YOUR dreams come true.
Impressions : The importance of first impressions and how YOU can always be in control.
Change : Learn to become open to change and apply this in YOUR ever changing life.
Associations : Where & how to find opportunities and nurture them for YOU.
Laughter : The importance of laughter in coping with YOUR everyday life.

